
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If I _______ all my feelings, all I have done, they ____________ that I was
mad.
1.

(tell) (say)
told would say

______________ either mentally awake or morally strong if he
__________ to this temptation?
2.

(he/be/?) (yield)
Would he be

yielded

But if I _______________ it __________________ you so dreadfully, I
should certainly kiss you.
3.

(not/think) (embarrass)
didn't think would embarrass

Two or three times lately he had taken her out to his little house in the
woods and showed her a lot of tools, and told her what they were for, and
said if she _______ older he ______________ her how to use them.

4.

(be) (teach)
were would teach

If I _______ a cat you _____________ me purring.5. (be) (hear)were would hear

Mother ____________ of a broken heart if I ____________ it to her.6.
(die) (mention)

would die mentioned

If I only ______ a pair of breeches, my happiness ___________ complete.7.
(have) (be)

had would be

If she ______, it _____________ her.8. (do) (kill)did would kill

After again visiting the sanctuary, the family _______________ to the
Sabbath-day house, if the cold ______ severe, before they sought their
home.

9.

(return) (be)

would return
was

Besides, they ________ sure to find it when they searched me if I
________ any such fool's trick as that.
10.

(be) (try)
'd be

tried

I am sure that if he ____________ to feel strongly about the general strike
he ______________ to finish it.
11.

(continue) (go on)
continued

would go on

Art never contemplates the disagreeable; it ______________ to be true
art if it ______.
12.

(cease) (do)
would cease

did
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If you _______ my own brother, Michael, I _________________ you
more.
13.

(be) (not/want)
were could not want

The Spanish pilots taken in the prizes were warned that if they _________
treacherous they ________________, and the rest of the prisoners carried off
to England.

14.

(prove) (passive/shoot)

proved
would be shot

He ______________ nothing of putting the police on the alert if he
______ a mind to.
15.

(think) (have)
would think

had

We _________________ him if he ___________ in some sense of our
being and yet of our being but as water with fire, a noise with silence.
16.

(not/find) (not/be)

could not find were not

You know I'm such a funny fool I ________ jump in the river if I ______
blue or things went wrong, and you like me well enough to not want that.
17.

(go) (get)

'd go got

________________________________ to death if they _______ we
were doing that!
18.

(they/not/just/passive/tickle/?) (know)
Wouldn't they just be tickled knew

If you _______, you ____________ them out, and also insure yourself
against the danger of getting in.
19.

(give) (get)
gave could get

I wonder if I ________________________ for papa, whether he
___________________________ me and come down and get me out.
20.

(scream/and/scream) (come down/and/hear)

screamed and screamed
would come down and hear
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